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Abstract. In this paper we introduce a new Weber-type transform pair for the

representation of a function f(r) defined over the domain a < r < oo and which satisfies

the Robin mixed boundary condition f{a) + Xf'(a) = 0. The orthogonality relationships

of the transform kernels are derived in both the spatial and the spectral domains as well

as Parseval's theorem. We apply this new Weber-type transform pair to solve a mixed

boundary value problem in a system of planar layers.

1. Introduction. In many practical applications, integral transform methods have

been a powerful analytical tool in solving mixed boundary value problems. The most

important advantage of such transform methods is that they provide a means of reducing

the degree of complexity of solving a problem allowing, in some cases, analytical or semi-

analytical solutions. Also in hybrid numerical techniques, integral transforms can permit

the reduction of the dimensionality of the problem at hand, hence significantly reducing

the computation cost.

In the next section and using the notations of this paper, we review some known

material on Weber transform pairs [1]—[3] for the representation of a function f(r) defined

over the domain a < r < oo and which satisfies either a Dirichlet boundary condition

/(a) = 0 or a Neumann boundary condition /'(a) = 0. Weber's integral theorem and its

proof for circular cylinder functions of unrestricted order with Dirichlet and Neumann

boundary conditions have been established by Watson [2]. In the third and fourth sections

we introduce a new Weber-type transform pair for the representation of a function f(r)

defined over the domain a < r < oo and which satisfies the Robin mixed boundary

condition f(a) + Xf'{a) = 0. In the last section, we apply this new Weber-type transform

pair to solve a mixed boundary value problem in a system of planar layers.
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2. The Dirichlet-Weber and Neumann-Weber transforms. For a function f(r)

defined over the domain a < r < oo and subject to the condition that:

fJ a

dry/rf(r) (1)

exists and is absolutely convergent, its Weber transform [1]—[3] is given by the following

pair:

pOO

/UO = / drrCv(r,£)f(r) (2)
J a

poo

f(r)= (3)
Jo

where v > —1/2 and C„(r, £) is the kernel of the Weber transform given by:

C^r^) = - MZa)Y„(tr)} (4)

for a function f(r) that satisfies the Dirichlet boundary condition f(a) = 0, in which case

we refer to the Weber transform as the Dirichlet-Weber Transform (DWT). On the other

hand, for a function f(r) that satisfies the Neumann boundary condition /'(a) = 0, the

kernel Cu(r,£) is given by:

C„(r,0 = J^)lY^a)J^r) - Jl(Sa)Y„(Zr)}, (5)

in which case we refer to the Weber transform as the Neumann-Weber Transform (NWT).

The normalization coefficients, Nu(£a) and M„(£a), are given by:

N^a) = [Jl{ia)+Y^ia)}1'2 (6)

Mv{£a) = [J'j(£a) + y„'2(£a)]1//2. (7)

This kernel satisfies the following partial differential equation:

d2 Id I 2

dr2 r dr

v
CuM= 0 (8)

subject to the boundary condition:

C„(a,0= 0, for the DWT (9)

and

C'v{a,£) = 0, for the NWT. (10)

The prime indicates differentiation with respect to the argument (or first argument). The

Weber transform kernel, C„(r, £), also satisfies the following orthogonality relationships:

3 1

drrCv{r,^i)Cv{r,^) = ~ (n)
V?l?2

1
^^(^,0^^2,0 = —=5{rl — r2). (12)

Vrlr2

fJ a

fJO

Parseval's theorem states that:

pOO pOO

/ drrf(r)g(r) = / dtff„(t)g„{£) (13)
Ja JO
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where /„(£) and gv(£) are the Weber transforms of the two functions f(r) and g(r),

respectively. It is implied that f(r) and g(r) both satisfy either the Dirichlet or the

Neumann boundary conditions and that /„(£) and gu(^) are their corresponding DWTs

or NWTs, respectively.

Defining the operator £„{/(r)} by:

= ^ + (14,

the principal operational property of the Weber transform is given by:

)

drrC„{f{r)}Cv(r,t) = af (a)C„(a,£) - af(a)C'v(a,(,) - f2/„(f)

= (is)
fJ a

where we have made use of the conditions f(a) — 0 and C„(a,£) = 0 for the Dirichlet-

Weber transform and of the conditions f'(a) = 0 and C'u(a,£) — 0 for the Neumann-

Weber transform.

In the limit when a —> 0, we obtain Cv(r, £) —» J„(£r) and the Weber transform

reduces to the Hankel transform [4].

3. A new Weber-type transform. In this section we develop a new Weber-type

transform for the representation of a function /(r) defined over the domain a < r < oo

and which satisfies Robin mixed boundary condition /(a) + Xf'(a) = 0. The function

f(r) is subject to the condition that:

FJ a

dr\frf(r) (16)

exists and is absolutely convergent. The new Weber-type transform for the function f(r)

is given by the following pair:

fv(0 = I drrVv(r,£)f(r) (17)UO = [
J a

m = f
Jo

d^-Dv(r,Om), (18)

where v > —1/2 and Vu(r, £) is the kernel of the transform given by:

= ^[{YA^a) + X^a)}J^r)-{J^a) + \^a)}Y^r)) (19)

with

PAO = [{^(Ca) + KJ'^a)}2 + {Y^a) + X^a)}2}1/2. (20)

This kernel satisfies the following equation:

d2 Id / 2 v2

dr2 ^ r dr ^ I r2
2?„(r,0 = 0 (21)

with

X>„(a,O + AZ£(a,O = 0. (22)
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It also satisfies the following orthogonality relationships:

FJ a

fJ 0

3 1

drrV„(r, &)T>u(r, £>) = -^=<S(£i - £2) (23)
V?l?2

d^Vv(rl,^)Vu(r2,{) = —^=8(ri - r2). (24)
\Jr\r2

Parseval's theorem states that:
/•oo roo

/ drrf(r)g(r) = / dtff„(£)gv{£,), (25)
Ja JO

where fv(£) and gv(£) are the new Weber-type transforms of the two functions f(r) and

g(r), respectively, which satisfy Robin mixed boundary conditions /(a) + Af'{a) — 0 and

g(a) + Xg'(a) = 0, respectively.

The principal operational property of this Weber-type transform is:

fJ a

drr£„{/(r)}XV(r,0 = a[f (a)T>u(a, - f {a)V'v(a, 0] - t2U(.0

= -aV'u(a,0[f(a) + Xf'(a)}-eM0

= -euo, (26)
where we have used the conditions D„(a,£) 4- AZ?^(a,£) = 0 and f(a) + Xf'(a) = 0. In

the limit when A —> 0, we obtain T>v(r,£) —► C„(r, £) and the new Weber-type transform

reduces to the Dirichlet-Weber transform. Similarly, in the limit when A —> oo, we have

T>u{r, £) —> C„(r, £) and the new Weber-type transform reduces to the Neumann-Weber

transform. Finally, in the limit when a —> 0, we obtain Vu(r,£) —> Jv{£r) and the new

Weber-type transform reduces to the Hankel transform.

4. Proof of the orthogonality relationships. D„(r, £i) and T>„(r, £2) satisfy the

following two equations:

19,8V/- XMr,C,)-0 (27)
c fir 1 dr ) 1 ̂  /-

1 d ( d \ (^2 v2

r dr \Tdr j \^2 r2
X»,(r,6) = 0. (28)

Multiplying Eq. (27) by T>v{r,£2) and Eq. (28) by P„(r,£1) and subtracting, we obtain:

1 r\

Multiplying by r and integrating from a to b (later set to 00 in the limit), we get:

(£2 - £?) [ drrVv{r,(,i)T>v(r,(,2) = [r{Dv(r,&)'K(r,Zi) ~ 1)Ar^i)'Dl{r^2)}}ba
J a

= b[Du(6,6)^(6, ? 1) - Vv{b, 6)Vv{b, £2)]

-a[D4a,(2)D:(a,(1)-P„(a,(i)J);(^2)]

= &[2>„(6,6)^ (6,6) - Vv (6, £1 )Vv (b, £2)], (30)
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where we have used:

o \

<31)

KM=-Jhry (32)
In the limit of large b (b —> oo), we have [5, p. 364]:

V5cosr'' (33>

JMb)^-^bsin{(b-{,'+l)l} (34)

Y"Kk)^V/5si"{f4~(" + 5)f} (35)

YXb)-']f^bCOS{eb-{''+12)^}- (36)

Hence,

<•» 1 1
[ drrT>v(r, £i)IV(r, £2)

J a Pv(£l)Pv(&) 7T-

X
{A,(6)A,(6) + B,(6)^(6)}Sm{(C2 6)6}

+ {^(6)^1/(^2) - ^(^1)^(^2)}

+ {iM&Wfc) - b,(£i)>M6)}

+{^(e1)s,(6) +^(6)^(6)}

6 - Ci
sin{(g2 +^i)b}

?2 + £l

cos{(6 -Zi)b}

6 - Ci
COs{($2 + 6>}

£2 + 6

(37)

where

From the integral

A„(0 = K(€a) + A^(€a) (38)

B„(0 = •/*(£») +A^(£0- (39)

we obtain:

/•°° ,•
/ drel«r = 7r5(0 + 7 (40)

Jo s

/•oo f*b sin. "f £61

^(O = / drcos(^r) = lim / drcos(£r) = lim -—   (41)
Jo 6^°° Jo b^°° ?

and

1 r j • n- \ i- fb 1 ■ tr \ 1 .■ cos{£6} cos{£&}
- = / cfrsm(£r) = lim / drsm(£r) = - — lim  ^—- =>■ lim  —- = 0. (42)
? 7o b->oo J0 4 6^00 4 b->oo ^
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Taking the limit of Eq. (37) as b —> oo, we finally obtain the first orthogonality relation-

ship of Eq. (23):
roO 1

/ drrVv{r,^)Vv(r,i2) = -j=5{£,i -&),
Ja V?l?2

(43)

where we have used

P2A0 = Al(0 + Bl{0- (44)
The proof of the second orthogonality relationship of Eq. (24) follows directly from

the first orthogonality relationship of Eq. (23). Prom the first orthogonality relationship,

we have shown that:
roo rOO

MO = / drrVu(r,£) d??Vv(r,?)fv(?).
Ja JO

(45)

Defining
rOO

f(r)= (46)
Jo

we obtain from Eq. (45):
rOO

U(0 = drrT>v(r,£)f(r) (47)
J a

and substituting back in Eq. (46), we obtain:

pOO pOO

f(r)= dtiV„(r,£) dr'r'Vu(r',0f(r'). (48)
Jo Ja

Upon rearrangement, we have:

poo pOO

f(r)= dr'r'f(r') / d^Vv(r,0^u{r',0 (49)
Ja Jo

which implies
poo J 2

/ <%£Vl/(r,£)Vv{r',£) = -6(r'-r) =-=6{r -r), (50)
Jo r v rr'

resulting in the second orthogonality relationship of Eq. (24).

5. Green function in an unbounded medium. As an application of the use of

the new Weber-type transform to the solution of partial differential equations, we develop

an expression for the Green function, g{R, R ), in an infinite unbounded medium. The

Green function satisfies the following partial differential equation:

(V2 -72)g(R, R') = -<5(R-R'), r, r' > a (51)

with the boundary condition

[#(R, R ) + A—<?(R, R )]r=a = 0, (52)

where 7 is a wavenumber and A is a constant. Expanding the Green function as a

Fourier series along the 0-direction and in terms of the new Weber-type transform along

the r-direction, we obtain:

pOO

g( R,f) = Vei^'l d^V,(r, 09,(0 z;R). (53)
Jo
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Substituting from Eq. (53) into the PDE of Eq. (51) and using the properties of the new

Weber-type transform pairs derived in the previous sections, one can easily show that

gu{^, 2; R) satisfies the following ODE:

(^2 ~ a^j = -^-Vv(r',t)5(z - z'), (54)

where

a2=^2 +72. (55)

Equation (54) has the solution

gv(£, z; R') = Jj-Vv(r', (56)

and the Green function is therefore given by

1 roo p

g(R,R) = -J2eiH^') d^V„(r,OVAr\Oe-alz-z'1. (57)
47T t—1 ,/0 a

6. Green function in a layered system. In this section we develop an expression

for Green function in a system of planar layers in the presence of the cylindrical surface,

r = a, where the Green function satisfies Robin mixed boundary condition given by Eq.

(52). The source region is located in the layer —/if, < z,z' < Hq whose thickness is

H — + Hq. There are Nu layers above the source region and Nd layers below. The

thickness of the n-th upper layer is h™ and that of the n-th lower layer is h„ (see Fig. 1).

We assume that the Green function satisfies the following set of generic boundary

conditions at a boundary located at z = Zb separating the two layers above and below:

[g{R, R )]z=zb_ = [g(R, R )]*=*„+ (58)

(59)
d

V—<?(R,r'
d - =-/

V—g( R,R)
J z=zb +

where 77 is the material property of the medium which encounters a change across the

boundary at z = Zb separating the two layers.

Following the approach in [6], one can show that for observation points in the source

layer, — < z, z' < kg, the Green function is given by:

1   roo p r

g(R, R') = — V / d£±-Vv(r, OW, £) e-°ol«-*'|
47r „ J0 ao

-{(1 + R^e~2a°h« )R^e-ao{2h°+z)

(1 + R$e-2aohd°)KZe-ao(2h°-zS>}

1 — RgRQe~2a°H

(60)

where Rq and Rq are computed using the following recurrence relationships [6]:

u,d nu, d -20^/C^

K'd = 2 > U = ^ ~ ^ - 2, ■ • • , 1, 0 (61)
i I u,cl nu,d P~2an+1hn+1

' n,n+l n+l
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and

I hN-l

Ci

»do

A

hd
N-1

Cylinder
(r<a)

■n'n

nu u
Vl N -1

Tlu n+1
n+1

Tin

^0 0

H

Tlf

T|d Nd-1
'n-1 ™ x

r,d d
N N

Fig. 1. Schematic of a system of planar layers in the presence of a

cylindrical surface.

u,d   In /n+1

u,d . u,d
Vn T- //n+1

(62)

"o = £2 + 7o (63)

K'd]2 = e + K'd]2- (64)
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Conclusions. In this paper a new pair of Weber-type transform has been developed

which facilitates the solution of mixed boundary value problems for field functions, f(r),

defined over the domain a < r < oo and which satisfy Robin mixed boundary condition

/(a) + A/'(a) = 0. The properties of the transform kernels have been discussed and

their orthogonality relationships have been derived in both the spatial and the spectral

domains. Also, the relevant Parseval's theorem was deduced.
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